GUTTER PROTECTION ISN’T ROCKET SCIENCE.

We’re not sending a man to the moon. We’re preventing leaves from landing in your gutter. For effective, affordable gutter protection, there’s Leaf Smart by Ply Gem. Sometimes the simplest solutions are the best.
Leaf Smart is a steel mesh screen that prevents leaves and debris from clogging your gutters. It’s ideal for both new and older homes and can be installed in minutes. With Leaf Smart your gutters can do their job protecting your home.

**DESIGNED TO PERFORM.**

From the size and shape of the holes to the “roll-off” design, Leaf Smart is engineered to allow maximum water flow while preventing debris collecting in your gutters.

- Small holes deflect twigs and small leaf debris
- Arch design helps prevent leaf build-up
- High back reduces debris build-up at back of gutter

**MADE TO LAST.**

Life in the gutter can be miserable on materials. That’s why we make Leaf Smart from powder-coated galvanized steel.

- High-performance coating resists corrosion
- Black mesh screen is practically invisible from the ground
- Backed by a 5-year material warranty

**LOCKS INTO PLACE.**

Leaf Smart installs securely and stays firmly in place to protect your gutters.

- No screws or fasteners required
- No need to lift shingles or disturb roofing
- Available in 5” and 6” sizes

To learn more call 888-9PLYGEM.